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Abstract: Under the dual pressure of energy transformation and environmental protection, how to use
the innovative network and enhance technical innovation (TI) are significant problems for new energy
vehicle (NEV) enterprises in China. Based on the patent data of China’s NEV industry from 2001 to
2022, combined with the logical framework of “Patent Analysis—Network Evolution—Empirical
research”, this study deeply discusses the influence of enterprises’ innovative network on TI. It is
shown that there is an inverse U-relationship between the cooperation breadth of the enterprises, and
that the appropriate cooperation breadth favors TI. At the same time, structural holes, knowledge
diversity and technical value have a significant positive impact on TI. In addition, the study performs
a series of robustness tests and heterogeneity checks. The conclusions are conducive to further
improving the study of the relationship between innovative networks and TI, which is important both
theoretically and practically for promoting the energy transformation of automotive enterprises.

Keywords: new energy vehicle; innovative network; network evolution; technical innovation

1. Introduction

With the aggravation of global environmental pollution, oil crisis and other problems,
the NEV industry with low dependence on oil and low pollution is highly valued by
the governments of all countries [1]. Currently, more than 20 percent of global carbon
emissions come from the world’s transport industry. In China, where oil consumption in
the transportation sector accounts for 70 percent of total domestic consumption, the issue
of energy security is becoming more prominent. Different from the traditional automobile
industry, NEVs mainly use batteries as power to replace the traditional internal-combustion
engine, so as to reduce emissions and greatly relieve the dependence on oil [2]. The NEV
industry has not only become the core of the energy transformation and upgrading of
the global automobile industry, but also has a close relationship with energy reform and
the promotion of sustainable development [3]. At the 75th Session of the United Nations
General Assembly, Xi Jinping declared China’s goal of “peak carbon dioxide emission
and carbon neutrality” to the international community. As the world’s largest automobile
production and consumer, China is in the process of moving from “Made in China” to
“Intelligent Manufacturing in China”. Therefore, nurturing and developing the NEV
industry is a strategic option to alleviate the dual pressure of energy and the environment,
and achieve sustainable development. This is of great significance to promoting China’s
energy transformation and realizing the goal of “carbon peaking and carbon neutrality”.

As a material part of the global energy transformation, it is both an opportunity and
challenge for China to realize the sustainable development of NEVs [4]. To conform to the
development trend of the automobile industry, the Chinese government actively promotes
the application, infrastructure construction and research of NEVs [1]. As Build Your Dream
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(BYD), Shanghai Automotive Industry Corporation (SAIC) and other traditional automobile
enterprises have begun to transform to the production and research of NEVs, this industry
has entered a new stage of rapid development. The annual production and sales scale of
automobiles and number of power lithium battery assemblies ranks first in the world [5].
However, there is still a gap between the “three power system” and leading international
level. It is difficult to break through the core technical barriers [6], low return rate of
R&D investment, and narrowing of the profit space of enterprises, which are still the
critical factors restricting industrial development. Facing an increasingly volatile market
environment, TI has become a significant means for enterprises to participate in the market
competition [7–9].

As a typical technology-intensive industry [10], NEVs are characterized by technical
complexity and market uncertainty [11,12], and it is difficult for enterprises to complete
technical upgrading and progress alone [6,13]. At this time, the innovative network of
resource sharing and risk dispersion has become efficient alongside the development of
innovative organization forms for the industry of NEV to reduce the cost of technology
development, overcome the core technical difficulties, and narrow the gap with developed
countries [11,14,15]. It is also a crucial means to realize the complementary advantages of
enterprises, enhance industrial competitiveness, and achieve extraordinary development.
With the gradual maturity of industry technologies, the market type of industry has
gradually shifted from “policy-oriented” to “market-oriented”, and the challenges facing
enterprises are more severe. How to make better use of the innovative network, transform
the external knowledge into core advantages [16,17], and realize leapfrog development of
the industry are significant issues faced by NEV enterprises.

At present, research using patent data for TI has become a mature analysis method [14,18].
The research in the field of NEV, especially the evolution of the innovative network and
influence on the TI of the enterprise is still inadequate [19]. First, there are the limitations
of the data studied. Most of the existing studies focus on the joint patent application
between a certain enterprise or single type of institutions, with limited data evidence and
research objects [20]. In this way, the characteristics of innovative networks cannot be
explored from the perspective of enterprises and universities. Second, the inadequacy of
the systematic research perspective. Existing studies only analyze a particular technique or
type of vehicle, and less analysis is done on the overall patent situation of the industry. The
conclusions are not highly applicable to the industry as a whole. Third, the deficiency of the
methodology of the study. Most of the existing studies focus on the macro comparison of
patent data between countries and statistical analysis of industry development [21]. These
research methods are limited to descriptive statistics based on patents, and there are few
systematic mechanistic studies through social networks and empirical analysis methods.
For technology-intensive industries, however, macro-level analysis is far from sufficient. It
is necessary to focus on the enterprises and study the evolution of innovative networks
and the influence of NEVs.

Based on the above theoretical and realistic background, this study follows the logical
framework of “Patent analysis—Network evolution—Empirical research”, and attempts
to make beneficial explorations in the following three aspects: (1) Expansion of research
data: This study obtains technical high-frequency words in this field based on the LDA
model; and determines a patent search formula combined with IPC to obtain the patent
data of China’s NEVs from 2001 to 2022. Additionally, by systematically cleaning the data,
the joint patent application data of this field is obtained; and the patent situation of this
industry is visually displayed. (2) Innovation of research perspective: Different from the
previous single macro comparison and statistical analysis of patent data, this study applied
the theory of industrial life-cycle to divide the development of China’s NEV industry into
three stages. Moreover; the innovative networks of multi-type participants of NEVs are
constructed separately. We systematically analyze the characteristics and evolution of
innovative networks from the three aspects of network structure, key participants, and
network content [22]. (3) Innovation of research methods: This study breaks the fixed
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paradigm of “structure—effect” in the field of network and integrates network structure
and network content into an analytical framework. The impact of the enterprise innovative
network on TI is analyzed through social networks and empirical analysis. Additionally,
we also conduct heterogeneity checks based on the differences in ownership, type, and
region of the enterprise to improve the research of the relationship between the innovative
networks and TI of NEV enterprises. These conclusions provide theoretical and practical
guidance for the NEV enterprises to improve their TI and achieve technological catch-up
on the curve, overtaking competition by leveraging innovative networks.

The composition of this study is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the analysis of the
network evolution. Sections 3 and 4 introduce the assumptions and study design. Section 5
contains the empirical research, robustness tests, and heterogeneity checks. Section 6
discusses the research conclusions, reveals theoretical and practical implications, and
presents limitations and future research.

2. Network Evolution Analysis
2.1. Data Source
2.1.1. Data Collection

In 2021, eight Chinese companies, led by BYD, accounted for 38% of global sales of
NEVs (see Figure 1). Chinese enterprises play a pivotal role in the global NEV industry.
Therefore, the analysis of the development of the NEV industry in China is of prominent
reference for the global industry.
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Figure 1. Top 20 global sales of NEV in 2021. Data source: Clean Technical. 
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Figure 1. Top 20 global sales of NEV in 2021. Data source: Clean Technical.

Referring to the common practice of scholars, this study uses patent data to build
the innovative networks [23,24]. Considering that SAIC, Geely and other companies
are traditional automobile companies, the data collected may include patents related to
traditional automobile manufacturing. This study uses the LDA model, divides the title,
IPC, abstract and other text content of the patent data, statistics the high-frequency words
closely related to the technology, and excavates the technical hot-spots in the field of
NEV (see Figure 2). Through the comparison of IPC, the number of patents of battery
(H01M,H02J), the electric drive (B60L,B60K) and electronic control (H02P) account for more
than 70%, which are pivotal technologies to promote the development of NEV. Therefore,
this study combines the technical hot-spots and IPC to determine the patent retrieval
formula, expand the data scope [12], and ensure the integrity of the samples.
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As early as 1991, the technical development of NEVs and key components were
launched by the Chinese government. However, due to technical barriers and backward
consumer concepts, the industry has been in the embryonic stage of technology and less
patent data is available. The NEV industry has been growing rapidly since 2001, as the
concept of energy transformation and environmental protection has deepened. As a result,
this study has collected 357,000 patent applications for the Chinese NEV industry from
2001 to 2022, including Publication Number, Title, Application Date, IPC, Current Assignee,
Inventor, Patent Value and other vital fields. Technology research is an activity with
a low success rate. Using only licensed patents to build the network, while ignoring
partnerships in failed innovations, the innovative partnerships of each subject cannot be
fully characterized. Therefore, patent applications, rather than licensed patents, were used
in the construction and analysis of the network. Patent data were included in the State
Intellectual Property Office of China [25].

2.1.2. Data Cleaning

To ensure the integrity of the conclusions of the study, the patent data were cleaned.
First, exclude the appearance of design patents. Considering that NEV is a technology-
intensive industry, the technical value of the appearance design is low. The patents of
appearance design are not included in our study. Second, patents unrelated to NEV are
removed. The raw data obtained from keyword retrieval inevitably contain some errors. In
this study, the accuracy of the data is guaranteed by manual screening. Third, the screening
of joint patent application data. To build an innovative network, it is necessary to remove
the patents in which the applicant is an independent participant. Therefore, patents applied
jointly by two or more applicants are screened out.

According to the above principles, the data are systematically cleaned and noise-
reduced. This study finally obtained 9852 joint patent application data in the field of NEV.
The essence is an interactive and innovative process in which organizations are embedded
in social networks and carry out knowledge flow and resource integration [26]. It can reflect
the sharing and transfer of knowledge across organizations.

2.2. Network Construction and Evolutionary Analysis
2.2.1. Division of Network Stages

As can be seen in Figure 3, China’s NEV production rose from 13,000 in 2012 to
7.058 million in 2022, showing the characteristic of distinct phases. Based on the theory
of product life cycle and the development indicators [27], we divide the development of
China’s industry of NEV into three stages.
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Phase I: Technology import. Output and the number of joint patent applications grew slowly,
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Phase II: Technology growth. Output and the number of joint patent applications
increased at an increasing rate,

Phase III: Technology maturity. Output and the number of joint patent applications is
exploding.

2.2.2. Network Construction

To further analyze the characteristics and evolution process of the network, this study
visually shows the three stages of the innovative network in the NEV industry (see Figure 4).
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The first step is to extract the patent applicant. The same patent may involve multiple
patent applicants, so we separately extract the major participants in TI of the three phases.

The second step is to obtain the adjacency matrix. Through joint patent applications,
the cooperative relationship between the participants is extracted and the 0–1 relationship
matrix is constructed.

The third step is to draw up the innovative networks. The adjacency matrix is imported
into the Ucinet to map the innovative networks in the three phases of NEV in the Chinese
industry, and then their network characteristics are calculated. Ucinet can only compute up
to 32,767 nodes. When the amount of data is large, it needs to use Python (NetworkX and
pyecharts) (see Table 1).

Table 1. Innovative network and network indicators.

Phase Technical Import Technology Growth Technical Maturity

Year 2001–2008 2009–2015 2016–2022

The evolution of the network
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2.2.3. Network Evolution

Overall, the innovative network is in an active phase, with new participants joining
in all three periods, and the number of new participants and relationships is larger than
the number of major participants and disappearing relations. It shows that the industry
has entered a phase of rapid development as the Chinese government’s policies and
industrial layout continue to be adjusted. Enterprises pay great attention to external
knowledge acquisition and innovative collaboration. Specifically, this study analyzes the
evolution characteristics of the network from the three perspectives of network structure,
key participants, and network content [28].

First of all, from the perspective of network structure: the scale of the innovative
network is increasing [29]. There is a clear trend of increasing cooperation between key
participants in TI, cooperation relations and the number of collaborations. With the addition
of a large number of the key participants, the expansion of the network scale dilutes
the overall partnership, resulting in a decrease in the network density. The network
structure changes from “loose” in the technical import period to “core-periphery”. In
the technology maturity period, the “core-periphery” still exists. The “core—periphery—
multicore” structure has been formed, the core organization is gradually highlighted, and a
group of more closely connected small groups appears in the network periphery. At this
point, a large-scale network can accelerate the flow of resources within the industry [30],
and the emergence of small peripheral groups provides a rich organizational basis for
achieving breakthrough TI.

Secondly, the NEV industry shows the characteristics of multi-participant integration
and innovation, including state-owned enterprises, joint ventures, private enterprises, re-
search institutes, universities and individuals. As can be seen from Figure 5, the dominant
position of enterprises in TI is continuously strengthened as the industry continues to
develop. At the same time, 403 universities, including Tsinghua University, Chongqing
University and other scientific research institutions, as the major participants in technologi-
cal research, occupy the advantage of structural holes in the innovative network. They can
provide a path for enterprises with large gaps in innovative ability to exchange knowledge,
reduce the search costs of peripheral enterprises and play major roles in the innovative
network of the NEV industry.
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Figure 5. The number and proportion of various types of the key participants in TI.

Finally, this study focuses on network content (see Figure 6). Among them, the
proportion of battery technology increased from 4.34% to 17.32%, and is the fastest growing
technology; vehicle power system and control system accounted for the largest proportion
(25%), becoming the best-developing technology at this stage. Among them, three electric
technologies (battery, motor, electric control) are still experiencing technical difficulty in the
industry, and they urgently need to achieve technical breakthroughs.
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3. Research Hypothesis

Based on the visual display and evolutionary analysis of the innovative network, this
study constructs a theoretical model to improve the influence of the innovative network on
enterprise TI in the NEV industry.

3.1. Network Structure and TI

Unlike the traditional automotive industry, NEV is a technology-intensive industry. It
is difficult for enterprises to complete technology upgrade and progress independently [31].
To analyze the effect of network structure, this study focuses on the breadth of cooperation
and structural holes.

First of all, the high cooperation breadth means that this enterprise has a large number
of partners, so it can obtain more heterogeneous knowledge and resources in the com-
munication with partners [32]. It will help enterprises break the organizational inertia
formed in previous R&D activities, stimulate the thought collision within the network,
and help enterprises more effectively carry out transfer of information and integration of
resources [33]. At this time, enterprises have abundant resources for innovation at their
disposal as information-gathering points in the network. To a certain extent, they can
obtain the support of R&D funds and human resources [12], transform external resources
into competitive advantages [34], and promote their own TI.

However, if the breadth of cooperation is large, it will bring some harm to the en-
terprise. For example, when the enterprise has more partners, it may lead to excessive
relationship embedding, which can easily lead to hitchhiking behavior [35]. When the
enterprise has more partners, it may lead to excessive relationship embedding, easily
leading to hitchhiking behavior [1]. Enterprises will fall into the “relationship trap” in the
process of partner identification, leading to the prevalence of opportunism and hindering
the process of enterprise innovation. At the same time, when the breadth of enterprise
collaboration is large, it leads to internal information redundancy, which affects the way
knowledge is exchanged within the network. Enterprises need to invest more energy and
time in the management and supervision of their partners, as adding them aggravates
the burden of information screening and relationship maintenance. Correspondingly, we
propose the following hypothesis.

H1. The cooperation breadth of enterprise with TI is an inverted U-shape relationship.

When two nodes in the network are connected to an intermediate node at the same
time, but there is no connection relation between them, the intermediate node becomes a
“bridge” for the information transmission [36], also known as the “structural hole” (see
Figure 7). Compared with other members of the network, more innovative resources and
opportunities for cooperation can be obtained by enterprises with structural holes [37].
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On the one hand, as a strategic emerging industry, the distribution of knowledge, tech-
nology and other resources within the innovative network of NEV enterprises is stochastic.
The enterprise occupying the structural hole could provide a path for different types and
different geographical network members to exchange technology and knowledge [38],
and inject updated knowledge elements into the innovative network [39]. At this time,
abundant and heterogeneous information and resources can improve the ability of enter-
prises to identify and screen effective information [40]. It will help enterprises to grasp
more heterogeneous knowledge, and reduce information lag and uncertainty risks such
as knowledge homogeneity faced by enterprises in their innovation, and stimulate the
innovative vitality of enterprises.

On the other hand, enterprises occupying the position of the structural hole play their
control advantages in the process of information transmission, use the critical information
and resources in the network to serve themselves, accelerate the flow and dissemination
of effective information [41], and give enterprises the possibility of innovation through
existing resources [42]. This effectively reduces the dependence of enterprises on other
enterprises in terms of resources and technology [43]. It can help NEV enterprises to obtain
industry information in a timely manner and improve the accuracy and effectiveness of
innovative decisions. Finally, the structural holes have a positive impact on the TI of NEV
enterprises. Based on the above analysis, the following hypothesis is proposed:

H2. Structural holes occupied by enterprises have a significant positive effect on TI.

3.2. Network Content and TI

The essence of cooperation between enterprises is a process of knowledge transfer and
resource integration through joint patent application and patent transfer [44]. The innova-
tive network can reflect the sharing and flow of network content (technology, knowledge,
and other resources) among organizations [45]. Therefore, the article further pays more
attention to the function of network content (see Figure 8).
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The more diverse the knowledge of the enterprise, the more knowledge can be used.
It could avoid enterprises from falling into the dilemma of rigid technology development,
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improve the flexibility and compatibility of enterprises in using knowledge [45], and
enhance the efficiency of innovation. At the same time, having additional knowledge can
help enterprises to identify the technologies with potential value. Once the demands of the
market change, enterprises can quickly identify fresh opportunities and vital knowledge in
different fields of the technologies [46], adjust the direction of innovations, timely deploy the
R&D resources, and process information more efficiently, so as to obtain more novel ideas
and methods [47]. This knowledge and these technologies provide sufficient opportunities
for enterprises to perform R&D activities in neoteric knowledge fields [48], help enterprises
to gain greater competitive advantage, and further promote their TI.

In addition, the diversity of knowledge provides opportunities for enterprises to search
for knowledge, broadens the channels for considerable information exchange [49], and
helps enterprises to effectively identify and obtain valuable information [37]. The greater
the diversity of knowledge, the more knowledge an enterprise can share with network
members. Both parties can bypass technical barriers to access confidential and innovative
information and help companies access advanced technology in the industry. At this time,
enterprises have the opportunity to access cutting-edge knowledge and high-tech talent
in the industry, which can reduce the R&D cost and share the risk of TI [50]. Finally, the
internal members of the network are based on their R&D advantages, relying on the inno-
vative network of resource integration to carry out the division of labor and cooperation, to
achieve TI [51]. Based on this, the following hypothesis is made in this study.

H3. Knowledge diversity of enterprises has a significant positive effect on TI.

The rapid development of the modern manufacturing industry benefits from innova-
tive cooperation among organizations [14]. As the primary vehicle for the transformation
of scientific and technical achievements, patents can measure whether a company has sus-
tained competitive advantage and innovation capability during the process of innovative
collaboration. The industry of NEV involves complex and diverse technical links and
the high cost of innovation [37]. To reduce R&D costs and alleviate product risks, more
and more enterprises are cautious when choosing partners, and they are more inclined to
cooperate with enterprises with strong financial strength and innovative ability [52].

The reason for this phenomenon is that the development of “technology—patent—
product” is a long and uncertain process. It is difficult to observe the expected profit level
of enterprises only through the number of patents. The relatively large value of patents
held by enterprises can reduce the complexity and uncertainty of TI, and enterprises can
expect more product benefits. With the dual insurance of “leading technology + large
revenue”, enterprises with large technology value can expand financing channels to ensure
the smooth transformation of their innovative achievements. At the same time, these
advantages can attract more partners to join, strengthen the knowledge exchange and
cooperation efficiency of the members within the network, and promote their TI. Therefore,
this study proposed the following hypothesis:

H4. The technical value of the enterprise has a significant positive effect on TI.

The theoretical model used for this study is shown in Figure 9.
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4. Research Design
4.1. Sample Collection

To explore the impact of innovative networks on the TI of NEV enterprises, it is
necessary to screen 3561 key participants of innovative networks. First, the repeated
participants from the three stages were removed to obtain the labels of 2957 key participants.
Second, universities, research institutions, individuals, and enterprises with serious data
losses were excluded. Thirdly, considering the availability of various indicators in the
empirical analysis and representability of the sample, the conditions for sample screening
are limited. In the end, the sample of this study is 1706 NEV enterprises.

4.2. Variable Construction
4.2.1. Dependent Variables

Technical innovation (TI): A patent is a carefully examined and certified achievement,
with both innovative and application value. It can be a good measure of the TI of enter-
prises [53]. To avoid the data homology and prevent the endogenous problems due to
reverse causality, in this study, we choose to measure the number of licensed patents in the
t-year of the NEV enterprise i. The greater the number of licensed patents, the stronger the
TI of the enterprise.

4.2.2. Independent Variables

1. Cooperation breadth (GD): Measured by the number of partners in the enterprise’s
egocentric network (the number of edges in the network). The larger this value, the greater
the breadth of enterprise collaboration and the richer the resources available for innovation.

GDi =
g

∑
j=1

a(i, j) (1)

In particular, a(i,j) is the binary variable. If i and j are connected, a(i,j) = 1. And g
represents the number of nodes in the innovative network.

2. Structural hole (SH): This study uses the constraint to measure the number of struc-
tural holes. The more structural holes the enterprise occupies, the stronger the information
and control advantage it can obtain. The calculation formulas are as follows:

pij =
aij + aji

∑k(aik + aki)
(2)

Ci = 2−∑j (pij + ∑q,q 6=i,q 6=j piq pqi)
2 (3)

In particular, j represents all collaborators connected to i, while q is the third participant
except i and j. And aij is the weight of edges between two points i, j and pij the strength of i,
j. The piq represents the proportion of enterprise i invested into q.

3. Knowledge diversity (KS): It is measured by the total number of IPC subcategories
applied for in the t-year of enterprise i. The greater the knowledge diversity, the more
knowledge available to the key participants in TI.

4. Technical value (TV): The technical value is measured by the total patent value
in the t-year of the enterprise i. The greater the technical value, the greater the economic
benefits expected to be obtained, and the stronger the sustainable competitiveness. To
reduce the gap between orders of magnitude, the variables are treated logarithmically.

4.2.3. Control Variables

In addition to observing the independent variables, this study also controls for the
factors that may affect the TI of enterprises to ensure the robustness of the results [50]. The
names and definitions of the variables are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Variables definitions and descriptions.

Variable Measurement

Dependent
Variable Technical innovation (TI) The number of patents granted in the t-year of NEV enterprise i.

Independent
Variable

Cooperation breadth (GD) The number of partners in the enterprise’s egocentric network.
Structural hole (SH) The number of structural holes measured using the constraint.

Technology diversity (KS) The total number of IPC sub-categories applied for in the t-year of enterprise i.
Technical value (TV) The logarithm of the total patent value in the t-year of enterprise i.

Control
Variable

Age Measured over the period from the company’s inception to 2022.
Size Measured as the total number of inventors owned in the t-year of enterprise i.
R&D The proportion of the enterprise’s R & D investment in operating income.
Sales Measured by the logarithm of operating income.

Property The enterprise is a listed enterprise, denoted as 1; Non-listed enterprise, denoted as 0.
Year The dummy variables of 22 years are generated.
Area The dummy variables of 27 provinces are generated.

4.3. Inspection Methods

In this study, the model is tested by the negative binomial regression model [54]. The
reason is that the dependent variable is a non-negative count variable, which is excessively
discrete and does not satisfy the condition that the mean is equal to the variance, so that the
Poisson model cannot be used for fitting. The negative binomial regression model allows
one to establish a more flexible relationship between the mean and variance, essentially
introducing an independent random effect into the conditional mean to explain the part
of the conditional variance over the conditional mean [55]. At the same time, since the
samples in this study are NEV enterprises, the dependent variables will not be zero and
the null expansion problem for the independent variables need not be considered.

IPit = exp
(
∑ β1Controls + β2GDit + β3GD2

it + β4SHit + β5KSit + β6TVit + µit

)
(4)

Among them, i represents the enterprise; t represents the year; IPit represents the
number of enterprise i in t year; Controls represent the control variable; GDit means the
cooperation breadth of enterprise i; SHit represents the structural hole of enterprise i; KSit
represents the knowledge diversity of enterprise i; TVit represents the technical value of
enterprise i; β1–β6 is the regression coefficient; µit is the random error.

5. Empirical Research
5.1. Descriptive Evidence

Table 3 shows the basic description of the variables and the correlation coefficients for
which the variables are reasonable. Meanwhile, the variables were tested for the variance
inflation factor and the maximum VIF was 4.81, indicating that there was no multivariate
linearity among the variables. The empirical tests in this study were analyzed using Sata17.0.

5.2. Testing Hypotheses

The regression results are shown in Table 4. Model 1 is the reference model with control
variables added. Model 2 is added to the cooperation breadth and its square term on the basis
of Model 1. According to Model 2, the coefficient of the cooperation breadth is significantly
positive and the coefficient of the quadratic term is significantly negative. Therefore, there
is an inverted U-shaped relationship between the cooperation breadth of enterprises and TI,
which has been verified in H1. Model 3 is added to the structural hole on the basis of Model 1.
As can be seen from model 3 (p < 0.01, β = 3.852), the structural holes occupied by enterprises
have a significant positive impact on TI, and H2 is verified. Meanwhile, Model 4 and Model
5 are added to the knowledge diversity and technical value on the basis of Model 1, and
H3 (p < 0.01, β = 0.044) and H4 (p < 0.01, β = 0.304) are verified. The results show that the
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knowledge diversity and technical value of enterprises play a positive role in promoting TI.
Model 6 is a complete model, that is, all variables are included.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics and correlation analysis.

Variable Mean SD (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) VIF

(1) TI 221.381 643.940 1 -

(2) GD 4.270 6.643 0.196 1 1.21

(3) SH 1.673 0.142 0.443 0.215 1 3.39

(4) KS 22.317 25.093 0.774 0.150 0.576 1 3.41

(5) TV 13.704 2.322 0.534 0.136 0.556 0.635 1 1.93

(6) Age 11.678 10.040 0.173 0.006 0.221 0.296 0.299 1 1.29

(7) Size 170.641 376.090 0.862 0.329 0.496 0.784 0.563 0.269 1 3.70

(8) R&D 0.717 2.223 0.287 0.061 0.186 0.263 0.207 0.231 0.300 1 1.15

(9) Sales 23.852 0.553 0.691 0.202 0.812 0.705 0.582 0.211 0.702 0.291 1 4.81

(10) Property 0.138 0.345 0.150 -0.006 0.122 0.192 0.093 0.345 0.236 0.132 0.158 1 1.19

Table 4. Regression analysis.

TI

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5 Mode 6

Control
Variable

Age 0.014 *** 0.014 *** 0.011 ** 0.008 ** 0.002 −0.001
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003)

Size
0.002 *** 0.002 *** 0.002 *** −0.000 *** 0.001 *** −0.000
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

R&D
−0.016 −0.015 −0.010 −0.013 −0.011 −0.001
(0.016) (0.016) (0.017) (0.015) (0.014) (0.019)

Sales
1.139 *** 1.119 *** 0.252 * 0.874 *** 0.823 *** 0.075
(0.103) (0.099) (0.143) (0.088) (0.088) (0.096)

Property −0.389 *** −0.440 *** −0.258 * −0.374 *** −0.226 ** −0.241 ***
(0.142) (0.137) (0.137) (0.102) (0.115) (0.079)

Year YES YES YES YES YES YES

Area YES YES YES YES YES YES

Independent
Variable

GD
0.064 *** 0.017 **
(0.012) (0.007)

GD2 −0.002 *** −0.000
(0.001) (0.000)

SH
3.852 *** 2.485 ***
(0.482) (0.325)

KS
0.044 *** 0.033 ***
(0.003) (0.002)

TV
0.304 *** 0.202 ***
(0.021) (0.016)

Constant
−23.226 *** −22.950 *** −8.593 *** −17.551 *** −19.636 *** −5.233 ***

(2.443) (2.352) (2.798) (2.079) (2.056) (1.896)

N 1706 1706 1706 1706 1706 1706

R2 0.1188 0.1240 0.1304 0.1698 0.1548 0.2164

Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
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5.3. Robustness Tests

To further validate the regression results, the key variables are replaced. The TI of
NEV enterprises in China is measured from multiple perspectives.

First, to avoid endogenous problems due to measurement errors, the number of
licensed patents is replaced by the number of cited patents. The regression results are shown
in Table 5, and the conclusions further support the robustness of the article. Second, because
the patents from the application to the authorization also need to go through acceptance,
preliminary examination, public, actual trial, and other processes. Generally speaking, it is
announced 18 months from acceptance, and about 3 years to obtain authorization (or even
longer) [24].To avoid the influence of the network hysteresis in this study, the number of
patent applications is delayed for two cycles. Subsequently, the lagged variables are put
into the model for re-estimation, effectively avoiding the endogeneity problem. The results
show that the regression results are still significant. These conclusions further verify that
the study does not suffer from the network problem caused by reverse causality.

Table 5. Robustness tests.

The Number of Cited Patents The Number of Patent Applications is Delayed in Two Cycles

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5 Mode 6 Mode 7 Mode 8 Mode 9 Mode 10

GD
0.061 *** 0.016 0.013 *** 0.010
(0.018) (0.014) (0.004) (0.075)

GD2 −0.002 *** −0.000 −0.001 ** −0.001 *
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001)

SH
3.077 *** 0.986 * 4.370 *** 4.345 ***
(0.696) (0.593) (0.143) (0.147)

KS
0.034 *** 0.016 *** 0.003 *** −0.001
(0.005) (0.004) (0.001) (0.002)

TV
0.397 *** 0.356 *** 0.047 *** 0.008
(0.023) (0.024) (0.009) (0.005)

Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Year YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Area YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Constant
−15.812 *** −4.780 −15.721 *** −13.203 *** −7.822 ** −47.178 *** −33.076 *** −46.493 *** −46.299 *** −32.845 ***

(3.529) (4.287) (3.579) (2.864) (3.517) (1.013) (0.544) (1.045) (0.980) (0.549)

N 1706 1706 1706 1706 1706 1706 1706 1706 1706 1706

R2 0.0848 0.0861 0.0929 0.1206 0.1264 0.2837 0.4285 0.2838 0.2884 0.4309

Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

5.4. Heterogeneity Checks

With the empirical analysis presented above, we have fully tested the null hypothesis.
A more material question, however, is which companies are better promoted by innovative
networks. Heterogeneity analyses are required to identify the sources of heterogeneity in
our findings.

5.4.1. Heterogeneity in Ownership

At present, there are two developmental patterns for the innovative cooperation of
NEV in China: private enterprises as the core and state-owned enterprises as the core [56].
Although these automobile enterprises entered the industry relatively late, they have devel-
oped at a fast pace, relying on abundant capital and policy support. On the contrary, private
enterprises, which are sensitive to the market and flexible in their strategic adjustments,
also have certain advantages in terms of TI. Therefore, we distinguished two sub-samples
of state (21.86%) and non-state enterprises (78.14%) to examine the impacts of innovative
networks on different ownership enterprises.

Table 6 shows that the results are in general agreement with the conclusions of the
original model, but the coefficient of regression for non-state-owned enterprises is larger
and more significant than that for state-owned enterprises. This suggests that the influence
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of innovative networks on the technical innovation of non-state-owned enterprises is more
significant. The reason is that: compared with state-owned enterprises, non-state-owned
enterprises face greater market competition. They are in urgent need of sharing the risks of
technical innovation with their partners and improving technical innovation through the
innovative network.

Table 6. Heterogeneity check: State-owned enterprises and non-state-owned enterprises.

State-Owned Enterprises Non-State-Owned Enterprises

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5 Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5

GD
0.065 0.012 0.083 *** 0.020 **

(0.044) (0.028) (0.014) (0.008)

GD2 −0.002 −0.000 −0.002 *** −0.000
(0.001) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

SH
3.067 ** 0.788 4.263 *** 2.696 ***
(1.449) (0.916) (0.513) (0.343)

KS
0.044 *** 0.036 *** 0.046 *** 0.033 ***
(0.006) (0.004) (0.003) (0.002)

TV
0.373 *** 0.261 *** 0.397 *** 0.187 ***
(0.059) (0.045) (0.030) (0.017)

Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Constant
−29.402 *** −16.966 ** −10.052 ** −25.201 *** −5.850 −22.416 *** −7.152 ** −20.504 *** −18.550 *** −6.485 ***

(5.022) (6.711) (3.976) (3.821) (4.490) (2.974) (3.313) (2.496) (2.619) (2.234)

N 373 373 373 373 373 1333 1333 1333 1333 1333

R2 0.1253 0.1270 0.1733 0.1542 0.2079 0.1278 0.1352 0.1723 0.1562 0.2229

Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05.

5.4.2. Heterogeneity in Type

The type of enterprise is further subdivided. Some are traditional automobile man-
ufacturers, such as: BYD, Geely, and others. These enterprises have long-term technical
experience, occupy certain automobile markets, and can update their product lines in a
timely manner according to the market demand. There is also a new breed of emerging
automotive companies, represented by NIO, Ideal, and others. Businesses in this category
have updated their offerings with an Internet-minded focus on smart control experiences.
Its products and services are popular with younger customers. Therefore, according to
the division of the development stage of NEV, this study takes 2015 as the time point
to distinguish the two types of NEV enterprises, and divides the sample into traditional
(53.87%) and emerging automobile enterprises (46.13%), to investigate the impact of the
innovative network on different types of enterprises.

As can be seen from Table 7, the function of innovative network characteristics is
more prominent for emerging automobile companies. The reason is: traditional automo-
bile enterprises have strong industrial foundations and technical reserves, and mastered
relatively mature R&D resources. They have competitive advantages such as market drive
and technology leadership in the transformation from traditional (fuel vehicles) to NEV.
Otherwise, emerging enterprises, as new entrants to the industry, need to continuously en-
hance technical cooperation and academic drive. They need to rely on innovative networks
to realize the transfer and sharing of critical technologies and core resources within the
industry, improve the efficiency of R&D and the quality of innovative products, and seize
market opportunities. Finally, they can find novel growth points and secure a place in the
fast-growing industry competition.
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Table 7. Heterogeneity check: Traditional automobile enterprises and emerging automobile companies.

Traditional Automobile Enterprises Emerging Automobile Companies

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5 Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5

GD
0.051 *** 0.015 0.079 *** 0.035 **
(0.017) (0.010) (0.026) (0.018)

GD2 −0.001 *** −0.000 −0.003 *** −0.001 *
(0.000) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001)

SH
2.941 *** 1.770 *** 4.017 *** 2.768 ***
(0.720) (0.444) (0.682) (0.511)

KS
0.039 *** 0.030 *** 0.049 *** 0.035 ***
(0.003) (0.002) (0.006) (0.005)

TV
0.371 *** 0.252 *** 0.255 *** 0.175 ***
(0.030) (0.023) (0.032) (0.026)

Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Year YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Area YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Constant
−19.799 *** −11.093 *** −16.914 *** −17.545 *** −6.666 *** −27.343 *** −2.146 −19.311 *** −23.563 *** −3.197

(2.762) (3.524) (2.418) (2.296) (2.152) (5.440) (6.503) (4.507) (4.598) (4.503)

N 919 919 919 919 919 787 787 787 787 787

R2 0.1151 0.1161 0.1626 0.1541 0.2143 0.1132 0.1241 0.1439 0.1382 0.1867

Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

5.4.3. Heterogeneity in Region

According to the data disclosed by the China Association of Automobile Manufac-
turers, there are more NEV enterprises in Guangdong, Zhejiang, and Jiangsu provinces.
The reasons are as follows: (1) The development level and policy implementation effect
of enterprises in different geographical locations are different. For example: Guangdong
province, on China’s southeast coast, is adjacent to Hong Kong and Macao. As its represen-
tative city, Shenzhen is the central city of the “Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay
Area” and also the gateway city of China’s opening to the outside world. BYD, Waltmal,
and other well-known enterprises in the field of NEV are located here. Therefore, the
region has location, policy, and technical advantages that can contribute to the R&D and
product renewal. (2) Due to technical limitations, the performance of power batteries in a
low temperature environment will decrease significantly. This reduces the capacity of the
battery, which in turn reduces the range of the car. If air conditioners are frequently used in
low-temperature environments, the loss rate will be higher. To a large extent, it leads to the
situation of “hot in the south and cold in the north” in the use of NEVs in China.

Therefore, according to the degree of economic development in each region, this study
divides the enterprises into three sub-samples: the eastern region (77.91%), central region
(13.77%) and western region (8.32%). An analysis of heterogeneity based on differences in
enterprise location shows that the breadth of cooperation plays the most significant role in
TI in the eastern and western regions (see Table 8).
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Table 8. Heterogeneity check: Regional heterogeneity.

Eastern Regions Middle Regions Western Regions

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4

GD
0.062 *** 0.119 0.070
(0.013) (0.097) (0.066)

GD2 −0.002 *** −0.006 −0.002
(0.000) (0.007) (0.002)

SH
4.650 *** 3.956 *** 5.395 **
(0.522) (1.008) (2.251)

KS
0.044 *** 0.044 *** 0.070 ***
(0.003) (0.009) (0.014)

TV
0.296 *** 0.211 *** 0.318 ***
(0.023) (0.055) (0.072)

Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Year YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Area YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Constant
−25.830 *** −11.822 *** −17.299 *** −21.124 *** −15.790 *** 3.599 −16.895 *** −16.285 *** −55.041 *** −27.995 ** −4.747 −33.427 ***

(2.905) (3.120) (2.354) (2.459) (5.211) (6.628) (4.581) (4.774) (10.163) (13.524) (11.169) (8.292)

N 1329 1329 1329 1329 235 235 235 235 142 142 142 142

R2 0.1248 0.1364 0.1646 0.1548 0.1832 0.1984 0.2107 0.1968 0.1542 0.1656 0.2003 0.1908

Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05.
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The reason is: (1) the eastern region has a relatively developed economy. The Pearl River
Delta region and the Yangtze River Delta region have gathered more than 100 industrial parks
with an annual industrial output value of more than 10 billion yuan, with good industrial
foundations and technical reserves. At the same time, thousands of large enterprises such as
SAIC and Geely are located here, making it an industrial hub for NEV. Therefore, the eastern
region has a strong clustering effect, which can give full play to the dominance position of
enterprises in TI. Compared with the status of the central and western regions, the industrial
cooperation in the eastern region is relatively close, and the role of the breadth of cooperation
is more significant. (2) the number of structural holes, knowledge diversity, and technical
value play a more significant role in promoting the western region. In terms of financial
support and technical assistance, the policies of Chongqing, Sichuan, Guangxi, and Shaanxi
provinces support the development of the western region. Meanwhile, the regions also have
famous domestic universities such as Xi’an Jiao Tong University and Chongqing University.
To a certain extent, each participant can innovate and disseminate knowledge through the
innovative network to realize complementary resources and transform scientific and technical
achievements. In general, the eastern region has unique technical advantages, while the
western region has strong policy support. In contrast to the central region, the innovative
networks play a more pronounced role in TI in the eastern and western regions.

5.5. Discussion

According to the different joint applicants of patents, this study divides the coopera-
tion types into three categories: “external cooperation, internal cooperation and industry-
university-research cooperation” (see Figure 10). Among them, the cooperation between
enterprises and research institutions (include: universities and research institutions) ac-
counts for a large proportion (43.73%), and there is no competitive relationship between
the research institutions and enterprises. For enterprises, in the development process of
frontier technology, research institutions are the most reliable cooperative partner [57,58].
Therefore, this study introduces the virtual variable “cooperation type”. If the enterprise
has cooperation with a research institution, it is recorded as 1; otherwise, it is recorded as 0.
According to the results, the industry-university-research cooperation plays a major role in
promoting the TI of enterprises.
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The reason is as follows: As a major location for knowledge innovation, research
institutions have an advanced base of knowledge and innovative talent. In particular, the
structural holes of Tsinghua University, Zhejiang University, Sun Yat-sen University, and
other famous universities are at the forefront of the key participants in TI. It means that
universities, as the “broker” of the network, can connect other different participants, and
provide a path for the technology and knowledge exchange between participants with a
large gap in innovative ability. They play a significant role in promoting innovative coop-
eration. Therefore, enterprises should strengthen cooperation with research institutions.
With the support of the innovative network, each participant should realize complementary
resources to rapidly improve TI.

At the same time, compared with external cooperation, internal cooperation is more
common in the industry of NEV. The reason for this phenomenon is that: compared with
the industry of traditional automobile manufacturing, the NEV industry, as an emerging
technology, has the characteristics of “winner-takes-all”. A few enterprises occupy a core
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position in the network, and they have mastered all kinds of resources and knowledge
needed for technical development to guide the direction of technical development. To
maintain the core competitiveness of their own technologies, the behavior of the tech-
nical monopoly is relatively common. Most of the leading technologies are developed
independently by these companies, and they do not collaborate with other companies.

6. Conclusions
6.1. Theoretical Contribution

According to the logical framework of “Patent Analysis—Network Evolution—Empirical
Inspection”, this study extracts the keywords of technical hot-spot in the field of NEV
through the LDA model, obtains the patent data of China’s NEV from 2001 to 2022, and
visually shows the indicators of joint innovation within the industry and overall patent
situation in this field. Furthermore, based on the perspective of multiple types of partici-
pants such as enterprises and research institutions, combined with the product life cycle
theory, the development stage of the NEV enterprise is divided and identified, and the
innovative network of the three stages under the integration of multiple participants of
NEV is completely depicted. Subsequently, the evolution trends and characteristics of the
innovative network of the NEV industry are systematically analyzed from three aspects:
network structure, the key participants, and network content. The conclusion is that there
are large differences in the network structure at different evolutionary stages. The position
of core organizations is becoming increasingly prominent; the network presents diversified
cooperation and development; and the joint patent applications among different types of
organizations are becoming more and more significant. By virtue of their central position
in the network, enterprises facilitate the flow and distribution of innovative elements such
as knowledge, information and technology among nodes, and play a leading and organiza-
tional role in the agglomeration of industrial innovation. These conclusions could deepen
the understanding of innovative networks in the management of NEV domains.

Most of the previous studies on NEV remained at the level of statistical analysis of
patent data. They lack systematic and quantitative research of the NEV innovative network
from a network perspective, which does not accurately characterize the impact of the
innovative network. In this study, the characteristics of innovative networks are introduced
into the discussion of TI. Based on the data of 1706 NEV enterprises, the influence of
network characteristics on the TI of enterprises is deeply analyzed from the two dimen-
sions of network structure and network content. The research found that: (1) Moderate
cooperation breadth can significantly promote TI. However, when the cooperation breadth
is too large, enterprises easily to fall into the relationship trap, which is not conducive
to the benign development of TI. (2) The structural holes occupied by enterprises have
a significant positive effect on TI. Enterprises in the structural hole position benefit from
the differences in knowledge and technology held by different partners. By controlling
the allocation of information and resources in the network, they can obtain innovative
information earlier than other colleagues, and enhance the ability to acquire resources in
the innovative network. (3) The knowledge diversity of NEV enterprises has a significant
positive effect on TI, which can avoid enterprises from falling into the dilemma of rigid
technical development, promote the knowledge flow and transfer within the network, and
improve the efficiency of innovation. (4) The technical value of NEV enterprises has a
significant positive effect on TI. The greater the patent value, the more likely the enterprise
has the double insurance of “leading technology + expected profit”, which can reduce the
complexity and uncertainty in the innovative process, attract more participants to join in,
and promote its own TI. (5) Finally, this study deeply analyzes the results of the potential
heterogeneity of different regions and enterprise types. The results show that, first, com-
pared with state-owned enterprises, the innovative network plays a prominent role in the
TI of non-state-owned enterprises. Second, the characteristics of innovative networks have
a more prominent role for emerging automobile enterprises. Third, innovation networks
have a more significant impact on the eastern and western regions due to the regional
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difference. To some extent, our research has enriched and improved the theory of technical
innovation and social networks, broadened the research perspective of the industry of NEV,
and provided theoretical inspiration for exploring the influence of innovative networks on
enterprise TI.

6.2. Practical Implications

Based on the conclusions of the study, this study presents proposals from both govern-
ment and enterprises.

From the perspective of government policy formulation and industrial layout: The
global automobile industry is accelerating its integration with energy, transportation,
information, and communications. The NEV industry will have greater development
opportunities and wider scope for development. The government should encourage both
horizontal and vertical cooperation. On the one hand, the horizontal cooperation refers
to the cooperation between NEV enterprises. For industrial development, enhancing the
size and strength of the innovation networks and strengthening the division of labor and
cooperation among different participants are of significance to reduce TI and promote
industrial cluster development. The government should provide innovative resources to
enterprises, promote cross-linkage and cross-field cooperation among enterprises, and
strengthen the construction of the innovative consortium and innovative consortiums for
the NEV industry. On the other hand, vertical cooperation means cooperation between
universities, research institutions, and NEV enterprises. As the main position of knowledge
output and scientific and technical personnel training, universities have an advantage in
absorbing and integrating the knowledge of different types of participants. The government
should give full play to the advantages of scientific resources in universities and research
institutes. Through the establishment of an innovative ecosystem with deep integration of
industry, university, and research, the industry will carry out basic R&D, the transforma-
tion of achievements and scientific research personnel training, to help the high-quality
development of the industry of NEV. Finally, the global NEV industry will be increasingly
competitive as subsidies in China decline and the global industrial landscape changes. The
Chinese government should give full play to the leading role of enterprises in the integrated
innovation of industrial chains, make breakthroughs in generic industrial technologies and
key technologies, and promote the upgrading of traditional industries. At the same time,
we will explore cutting-edge technologies and develop future industries to seize a leading
role in the commanding heights of global future industries.

The conclusions have significant theoretical and practical implications for promot-
ing the growth and development of enterprises. The transformation of the traditional
automobile industry into NEVs has become an unstoppable development trend due to
non-renewable oil, the continuous deterioration of the environment and growing environ-
mental awareness. Enterprises should strengthen cooperation with external organizations
and maintain the openness of innovative networks. The choice of partners should not
only be limited to within the group or in competition, but should also be moderate, with
partnerships with research institutions, universities, and upstream and downstream enter-
prises in the industrial chain to lead and drive the industry’s integrated innovation and
rapid development. At the same time, the enterprise should not only give full play to
the “relationship advantage”, absorb the knowledge and resources needed for innovation,
enhance its own information and control advantage, improve the transformation of the
innovative achievements; but also avoid the “trap of relationships”, moderately expand
the patent innovative network, avoid the homogenization of knowledge in the enterprise,
and maintain its heterogeneous advantages.
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6.3. Limitations and Future Research

Our study has the following limitations: (1) This study analyzes the influence of
network characteristics on TI based on the network perspective. However, what factors
affect the internal driving force of enterprise innovative cooperation, and how the internal
and external factors affect the embedded behavior of enterprises, and then affect the role
of network characteristics are all issues worthy of further discussion. (2) Patent data is
used in our article. Although the TI of an enterprise can be reliably measured based on
patent data to some extent, not all technical knowledge can be translated into patents. This
study does not have access to external patent and innovation data other than the patent
database. Thus, there are some limitations to the conclusions. (3) The TI of enterprises is
closely related to the external environment. Under different economic environments and
political systems, innovative networks will evolve in different ways and have differential
impacts. However, the research perspective of this study is limited to the NEV industry in
China, and a comparative analysis of samples from different countries is lacking.

Combined with the limitations of this study, key future work is presented as follows:
On the one hand, enrich the research perspective. In the future work, we will further extend
the research perspective to the global NEV industry, including special samples such as
multinational companies and joint ventures in the research framework of the article. At
the same time, based on the perspective of knowledge spillover and knowledge flow, this
study will deepen the research and enlightenment on the development of the global NEV
industry [26]. On the other hand, the data sources are expanded. To better describe the
sharing and flow of technology, knowledge, and other resources among organizations,
in the subsequent research, we can obtain the cooperative relationship of participants
through the combination of patent data, literature, annual reports, and other information of
enterprises, and then confirm each other and enrich the research conclusions of the article.
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